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iNTRODuorloN

Use  of  an  overlay  for  the  protection  of  steel
reinforcement of concrete decks, for improvement of
the riding surface, alid for protection of the steel grid
deck from de-icing agents such as salt, is a very com-
mon practice.  In general, bridge deck overlay prod-
ucts can be divided into two major groups:   1) thick
overlays, and 2) thin overlays.  Each of these catego-
ries consists of many different products with different
material characteristics and physical behaviors.  Use
of overlays  on conventional concrete decks is being
studied extensively; however, there is not much com-
piled data concerning the perforlnance of overlays on
concrete-fflled steel grid decks.

Different  type  of overlays,  thick  and  thin,  are
used on concrete-fflled steel grid decks.  Most of the
new  grid  decks  are  constructed  with  a  monolithic
overpour  (1j"  -  1.75")  or  flush,  and  then  overlaid
with a thin polymer overlay (1/4"-3/8").  Some of the
flush concrete-fflled steel grid decks are overlaid with
thick overlays.  The most common thick overlay used
on new concrete-filled steel grid decks is Latex Modi-
fled Concrete (LMC). Also, thick overlays of asphalt
are  used  on  new  a.nd  existing  flush  concrete-filled
steel grid  decks.   Table  1  shows  the  most  common
types  of  overlays  used  on  concrete-filled  steel  grid
decks.    There  are  successes  and  failures  for  these
products; many cases of failure are due to improper
selection of overlay or improper application.

Although   this  paper  is  written  in   regard  to
delallination of overlay on a specific bridge, general
infomatiofl for overlays on concrete-filled steel grid
decks is presented.

DESCRIFTION OF THE BRIDGE
AND OVARAY

The  Allegheny  River  Bridge  was  built  in  1954
and is part of the Pennsylvania Turnpike and is locat-
ed  approximately  12  miles  northeast  of  Pittsburgh.
The west approach consists of a four-span continuous
girder and the mann span consists of a five-span deck
truss.  The total length of the bridge is 2179' .  It spans
railroad tracks, old Route 28, and the Allegheny Riv-
er.    It  is  a four-lane  bridge,  with  two  lanes  in  each
direction.  In 1986-1987, the bridge was rehabilitated.
This rehabilitation consisted of widening the bridge on
botb sides, steel repairs, and redecking.   The existing
deck is a 4-1/4" concrete-filled steel grid deck, Grade
36 steel, with  a  1-3/4" LMC overlay.

LMC is a Portland Cement concrete in which an
adlnixture of latex emulsion is used to replace a por-
lion of the mixing water.   Installation of this product
on  bridge  decks  is  intended  to  improve  the  riding
surface and is one of the most popular ways to extend
the  service  life  of bridge  decks  that  are  constructed
without  epoxy-coated,   painted,   or  galvanized  steel
reinforcement.  The life of a deck is extended because
the LMC overlay inhibits  the movement of chlorides
to the steel and delays the onset of corrosion.  Resis-
tance  to  chloride  intrusion  is  due  to  the  low  water
cement  ratio  (0.35  -  0.40)  and  a plastic film that the
latex  emulsion  produces  within  the  concrete.    The
freeze-thaw performance of the LMC is enhanced by
the lower permeability.

The  bridge  deck  and  the  LMC  overlay  on  the
AIlegheny River Bridge were placed utilizing phased
construction stages with  the bridge open to traffic.



The  LMC  overlay  was  placed  in  the  eastbound
lanes  during  May,  1986;  the westbound  lanes were
placed during October and November of 1986;  and
the  median  was  placed  during  May,   1987.     The
weather conditions were generally good during these
periods. The LMC deck overlay started delarfunating
in eastbound  areas in  1992,  only five years  after its
placement.

DESCRIPTION AND EVALUATION
OF THE FAILURE

To evaluate the performance of a deck overlay
or to select and  design an overlay for  a bridge,  the
fonowing items should be considered:

•      Flexibinty  of  the  deck  and  deck  support
System;

•      Physical  and  envirolmental  conditions  to
which the deck and overlay will be subject-
ed;

•      Installation of the overlay (including weath-
er conditions);

•      Maintenance  of the overlay.
Prior to developing rehabilitation strategies for

the repairs to or replacement of the LMC overlay, it
is important to identify the potential causes of LMC
overlay delamination.  Many factors contribute to the
success  of  a LMC  overlay,  the  most  important  of
u.hich  are:

•      Components of the LMc mix;
•      Water-cement ratio;
•      Air temperature and humidity, which control

the  rate  of water evaporation;
•      Temperature differential between the exist-

ing concrete surface and the LMC;
•      Windspeed.
Most waterproofing overlays are noted for hav-

ing higin teusne and flexural strength.  However, it is
Decessary that the overlay be flexible enough to with-
stand the deflectious and vibrations of the superstruc-
tiire and differential expansion between tbe deck and
the overlay.   Not considering these factors in select-
ing the overlay may result in cracks developing, ren-
dering the overlay ineffective in preventing intrusion
ol. water and de-icing agents.  If the superstructure is

too  flexible  and  traffic  is  allowed  in  adjacent  lanes
during overlay construction, darnage and initial crack-
ing may develop in the overlay due to the overlay not
being set.  Also, excessive flexibility of the superstnic-
ture  may  induce  large  tension  forces  and  crack  the
overlay after it has set.

The conditions observed on the Allegheny River
Bridge  indicate  that widespread  delamination of the
LMC   overlay   from   the   grid    deck   is   occurring.
Delamination is more visible in the right lanes, espe-
cially  the  eastbound  right  lane.    In  some  areas,  the
LMC has completely separated from the grid and, in
other  areas,  the  LMC  remains  intact but  exhibits  a
hollow  sound when  struck with  a  chipping  hammer.
Disoussious  with  various  individuals  associated  with
construction   activities   indicated   that   the   methods
utilized   and  weather  conditions   encountered  were
similar  for  all  placements,  with  one  exception.   The
methodology for cleaning the grid deck and roughen-
ing the concrete deck surface for the eastbound lanes
involved  utilizing  conventional  sandblasting  with  an
artificially produced sand (Black Beauty) as the abra-
sive.  The westbound surface was prepared by utilizing
shotblasting with  steel shot  as the  abrasive.   In each
case,  however,  it was  reported  that the  grid  surface
was  free  from  rust  scale  and  the  deck  concrete was
adequately  roughened  to  accept  the  LMC  overlay.
The delaminated areas from the sounding survey were
overlaid  on the bridge framing  and it was  concluded
that the delamination of the LMC overlay is random.
Cracking  was  observed  throughout  the  entire  deck
surface.   The  crack sizes range  from hairline to  1/8"
in width.   The  cracks were  observed  at  areas  where
tbe LMC overlay is delaminated from the grid and in
areas where  the  LMC  overlay is  intact.   The pattern
of the  cracking  is  also  random.    However,  wbere  a
crack was  observed  over  a  main  bearing bar  of the
grid   flooring,   the   LMC   overlay   in   that   area   is
delamjnated.     Also,  at  the  precast  concrete  safety
barrier-grid interface, leakage is occurring between the
top of the LMC overlay and the barrier which, in turn,
contributes to the corrosion of the grid.  The majority
of  the  cracks  are  oriented  tralrsverse  to  the  bridge
centerline at random locations throughout the bridge.



From   interviews  with  personnel   involved   in
installation of the overlay, it was concluded that the
LMC overlay placements went well.  However, there
was iusufficient information to evaluate the factors,
listed   above,   wbich   affect   the   success   of  LMC.
Therefore, it was not possible to evaluate the rate of
water evaporation from the LMC overlay, which is a
function of concrete and all temperature, wind speed,
and relative huridity.

Accordingtotheconstructionmasterdiaries,the
entire deck surface was chain-dragged after the LMC
placements  and no  hollow-sounding areas were  de-
tected.    However,  deflection  and  vibration  of  the
superstructure  due to  adjacent vehicular traffic was
prevalent throughout the LMC overlay placements.

aacking of the LMC overlay can be associated
with  plastic shrinkage,  drying  shrinkage,  and  other
causes.  Plastic shrinkage of the concrete is a function
of the rate of water evaporation from the concrete.
If the water evaporates from the concrete faster than
bleed water can replace  it and before  the  concrete
hassufficientlybardened,plasticshrinkagewillocour.

Drying shrinkage is  a function of the water-ce-
meat  ratio.    Rcess  shrinkage  will  ocour  if  excess
vater is present in the mix.  Studies]  have shown that
IJ`{C   and   conventional   concrete   with   the   same
vater-cement ratio have the same shrinkage charac-
teristics.  If this relationship is utilized, care must be
taken to select tbe proper sand.  The sand content in
the  LMC  is  high,  and  certain  types  of  sand  have
more surface area per grain size  than others.   This
w.ould require the addition of more water to achieve
the sane slump and workability as mixes that contain
sand witb smauer surface areas per grain size.   This
additiond water would, therefore, increase the water-
cement ratio and subject the LMC to increased dry-
ing shrihage cracks.

A total of six cores were taken from the bridge
dec± for petrographic testing (microscopic examina-
tion).      Also,   a.t   an   earlier   time,   a.   sample   of
dalaninted overlay was sent to Dow Chemical Irdb-
oraEory for evaluatiorL

The  contract  specification  for  latex-modified
Concrete  Wearing  Surface  for  the AIlegheny River
Bridge sdpulated fine  aggrega.te in accordance with

Section 703.1, Type A, 1983, PaDOT 408.  The petro-
graphic  analysis  indicates  that  the  fine  aggregate  is
comprised     of    partially    crushed,    predominantly
silaceous  sand  consisting of quartz,  quartzite,  chert,
feldspar, metagraywacke, sandstone, iron oxides, gar-
net, limestone, homblende, mica, slag, and coal.  The
Publication   408   specifications   identify   deleterious
products  that  should  be  avoided  in  fine  aggregate;
reactive  chert is  considered  deleterious.   Due to the
presence of traces of alkali-silica gel, the chert found
in the fine aggregate of the LMC overlay is considered
reactive and, therefore,  deleterious.

It was determined that the water-cement ratio of
the  LMC  overlay,  based  on  the  testing  of six  cores,
ranges from .45 to .53.  The contract specification for
the LMC wearing surface required the water-cement
ratio  to  range  from  .35  to  .40,  with  an  associated
slump of 4" to 6".   Therefore, it appears that the high
water-cement ratio contributed to drying shrinkage of
the LMC overlay  and resultant shrinkage cracks.

Other factors  that may have  contributed to the
cracking of the LMC overlay include physical tearing,
flexural  cracking,   reflective  cracking,  temperature-
related cracking,  and traffic-induced vibrations.

Physical tearing of the surface can be caused by
finishing techniques.  A crust will appear on the LMC
if it has been over-exposed to air.  Broom and/or rake
finishing will cause tearing of the film if the LMC has
been over-exposed to air. The cracking pattern associ-
ated with physical tearing is short and shallow cracks
(1/2"  x   1/8")  oriented  90°   to  the  direction  of  the
grooves.  These patterns were not observed during the
field  view  of the  bridge.    Therefore,  it  is  concluded
that physical tearing was not a major factor contribut-
ing to  the  cracking  of the LMC overlay.

The Dow Chemical Iaboratory evaluatiofl of the
delaminated sample was as follows:

'The  aggregate  particles  were  intact  (not

fractured).    The  surface  consisted  of pro-
truding  aggregate  particles  and  recessions
where aggregate had been pulled out.  This
is typical of early crack formation, i.e., with-
in the first 24 hours, before good  adhesion
has developed between the paste and aggre-



gate  surface.    Based  on  the  above  obser-
vations, one likely conclusion is that flexing
of the deck soon after the overlay had been
placed resulted in the cracks.    It has been
my experience  that for cracks in concrete
to have order and direction, some kind of
outside stress must be  experienced.   Flex-
ing  is  such  a  stress.     The  fact  that  the
cracks were oriented in a transverse direc-
tion supports  tbis  hypothesis."

Therefore, based on field observations, the Dow
Chemical ljiboratory evaluation, and the petrograph-
ic evaluation, flexural  cracking can be considered  a
probable   cause   which   led   to   the   spalling   and
delamination of the  LMC overlay.   It  appears  that
the primary causes  of cracking in the  LMC overlay
are  attributable  to  drying  shrinkage  and  live  load
deflectious of the bridge.  The spalling and delamina-
tion of the LMC overlay are a result of the cracking
and subsequent intrusion of water and de-icing agents
causing corrosion to the bearing bars of the steel grid
deck below the LMC overlay.

As Photograph No,  1 shows, the main and sec-
ondary bars  of the  steel  grid  are  covered  with  rust
scale.   The  rust  scale  is  a  result of the  intrusion  of
water and  de-icing agents  through the  cracks in the
LMC  overlay.    In  several  locations  throughout  the
bridge, the spalling, delarination, and cracking corre-
spond with  the underlying 4" x 4" geometrics  of the
steel  grid  (see  Photograph  No.  2).    At  numerous
loca[ious tbroughout the bridge, the location of trans-
verse  cracks  coincides with the  location of the  main
transverse bearing bar.

Summary of Potential  Causes  of Failure

Based  on  the  investigations  described  in  the
previous paragraphs, it can be concluded that corro-
sion of the steel grid  and the  associated build-up  of
rust scale ultimately led  to  the  delamination of the
LMC overlay.  Corrosion of the grid deck was caused
by wa.ter  and  de-icing  agents  entering  cracks  in the
"C overlay.   Evidence indicates that the majority
of the cracks in the LMC overlay developed relatively

soon otter placement and appear to have been caused
by external forces such as flexure, vibration, and plas-
tic  shrinkage,  as  evidenced  by  the  separation of the
aggregate from the cement paste.  This type of failure
would  occur  before  the  cement paste  has  had  suffi-
cient  time  to  harden.    Additionally,  cracking  of the
aggregate  was  identified  during  the  petrographic  ex-
amination  of  the  extracted  cores.    Once  again.  this
condition is, in all likelihood, due to the fact that the
LMC has  a  certain  tension  and  elongation  capacity.
Therefore,  external forces such  as flexure  and traffic
vibrations  caused  additional  cracking.

Evidence to support the theory of cracking caused
by  flexure  and  vibration  is  exhibited  by  the  type  of
cracking present on the bridge, i.e., transverse crack-
ing.

In addition to cracking caused by flexure or traf-
fic vibrations, it appears that drying shrinkage was also
a contributing factor for cracking of the LMC overlay.
The  water-cement  ratios  based  on  paste  properties
range from .45 to .53, exceeding the specified amount
of .35  to  .40 by  12.5%  to  51.4%.

REHABI LITATI0N STRATEGIES

Many factors  must be  considered  in developing
a   rehabilitation   strategy   for   the   Allegheny   River
Bridge.    The  rehabilitation  strategy  should  consider
the  overall  effectiveness  of various  products  as  they
apply to the concrete-filled steel grid deck system that
will  remain  in place.    Effectiveness  should  be  mea-
sured  with  respect  to  the  material  characteristics  of
the products, i.e., tensile strength, flexural elongation7

permeability,  etc.,  and  the performance  of the prod-
ucts over time.  Effectiveness should also be measured
with respect to the overall life of each product, includ-
ing  the  past  performance  history;  the  ability  of  the
product to prevent the intrusion of water and de-icing
agents;  its  ease  of construction;  its  ability  to  provide
a riding surface  that satisfies  Pennsylvania Turnpike
Commission criteria; its ability to minimize  or elimi-
nate the need for adj.ustment of expansion da.ms and
scuppers; its abnity to  elirfunate strengthening of the
bridges;  and  its  cost-effectiveness.



Several products were evaluated with respect to
he  above-established  criteria.    The  products  have
)een  classified  under  the  general  headings  of thin
)verlays  and  thick  overlays.    Materials  considered
within the  general heading  of tbin overlays  include
he following:

Polymer Concrete  Overlays

•      Methyl Methacrylates (MMA);
•      Polyester concrete overlays;
•      Polyester styrene polymer overlays;
•     Epoxy overlays;
•     Epory-Urethane polymer overlays.

Products considered under the general heading
Df thick overlays  include  the following:

•     Latex-modified concrete (LMC);
•     Bitundnous concrete overlays;
•     Bituminous   Concrete   and  Waterproofing

wiembrane;
•      High-Early-Strength     Hydraulic     Cement

Overlays;
•      Polyester styrene polymer.

The above-listed products were evaluated for:

•      Tensile  strength;
•      Elongation;
•      Bond strength;
•      Quick set, lowestpossible la.ne closure time;
•      Least change in properties  over time;
•      Low permeability;
•      Durability;
•      Cost.

Characteristics of some of the overlays change
with  tine;  therefore,  this  should  be  considered  in
selection of the product.   Figures  1 and Z  show the
variation of these properties witb time.  Also, for this
bridge the existing LMC is 1-3/4"; tberefore, it would
require multiple lifts of polymer concrete overlay and
another product  to  achieve  the  desired  profile  and
elirinate tbe need for adjustments to  drainage,  ex-
pansion dams, etc.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
REIIABILITATION STRATEGIES

Based on the information presented in the previ-
ous pages, it is concluded that the existing rigid LMC
overlay is not the most desirable overlay based on the
characteristics of the bridge.

Since  the  bridge  superstructure  is  very  flexible
and  undergoes  considerable  deflection with  the  live
loads that currently utilize the bridge (causing cracks
prior to setting of the LMC), it is recommended that
a flexible system similar to  the  characteristics exhib-
ited by the bridge should be considered.   The use of
materials such as LMC and HES concretes should not
be considered.

The   flexible  systelns,  including  polymers  and
bitundnous, are well suited for this application.

The use of bituminous overlaid directly onto the
existing concrete-filled grid deck is not recommended.
The  permeability  of the  asphalt is  high,  and  the  as-
phalt  will  not  prevent  the  intrusion  of  water  and
de-icing agents to the surface of the steel grid.  Addi-
tional  corrosion of the grid  deck could be  expected,
thus reducing the expected life of the asphalt overlay.

The  use  of polymer  concrete  overlays,  such  as
polyester   styrenes,    MMAs,    epoxies,    and   epory-
urethanes,  is  more  suitable  -- primarily  due  to  their
flexible nature and very low permeability.  The physi-
cal properties of these materials, i.e., tensile strength,

permeability,  and  tensile  elongation,  are  compatible
with  the  behavior  of  the  existing  deck  system  and
superstructure.

The  MMAs and  epoxies have  a tendency to be-
come   brittle   after   several   years;   therefore,   their
characteristics-- such  as permeability, bond  strength,
etc., - change with time.

The use of polyester styrenes is limited for east
coast  applications.    Test  results  and  applications  in
California  indicate   a  performance   consistent  with
epoxy-urethane overlays.  The use of epoxy-urethanes
on the east coast has been more extensive.

As discussed earlier, many factors must be corl-
sidered in developing a rehabnitation strategy for the
AIlegheny  River Bridge.   To  reiterate  those  factors,
the product should be:   effective with respect to over-



all life by maintaining material  characteristics with
respect to time, load, and past perfomance history;
able   to   prevent  intnision  of  water  and   de-icing
agents; able to provide a riding surface that satisfies
skid-resistance  criteria;  elirinate  the  need  for  ad-
justments to  expansion dams  and scuppers; require
no strengthening of the ttridge; and be a cost-effec-
tive solution.

The results of this evaluation indicate that the
use of a 1/4" epory-urethane polymer concrete and
1-1/2"bituinouswearingcoursesatisfiesthe factors
for  the  most  effective  rehabilitation strategy.    The
epoxy-urethanebaseproductselectedforthisproject
is Hexogrid by Poly-Cdrb.

To inplement this recommendation, the follow-
ing is  suggested:

1.    Remove 1-1/2" of the existing LMC overlay
by scarificatiofl or other suitable means.

2.    Shotblast  the  remaining  LMC,   1/4",  and
concrete-filled steel grid to remove all rust,
corrosion,  and laitance from the steel grid
and  to  develop  an  anchor  pattern  for  the
proposed overlay.

3.    Apply the epoxy-urethane polymer concrete
overlay in two-layer applications to  the de-
died thickness (1/4").  Utilize the broadcast
aggregate, i.e., broom and seed.

4.    Apply   the   biturinous   concrete   wearing
surface  to  a  1-1/2"  depth.

Since  IJMC  is  a  non-porous  material,  if  any
ulc  remains  on  the  deck  after  shotblasting,  the
selected  overlay may  not be  able  to  penetrate  and
bond  Ten  to  the  surface.     The  selected  overlay
sbould adhere to the surface through mechanical and
cherical bonds.  To ensure a good bond, we request-
ed the overlay manufacturer to perform pulling tests
according to Aa-503R.  In this procedure, after the
o`-erla}. qras phced and cured, a nut - one side of it
claed  -  was  glued  to  the  overlay  using  adhesive.
Thenutqasthenmecha.nicallycomectedtoapulling

device.   For the Allegheny River Bridge, two patches
of approximately 12" x 12" overlay were placed on the
LMC surface.   Several days later, after proper curing
of the overlay, the pulling test was performed at four
locations.   In all cases, the LMC or the adhesive ma-
terial failed, and the rinimum pulling stress was 350
psi, which is greater than the tensile capacity of con-
crete.   Therefore, regardless of the remains of LMC
on  the  deck  after  shotblasting,  the  selected  product
whl develop  a strong bond witb the deck.
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TABH 1
Most  Commonly used  O`rerlays  on  Concrete-Filled  Steel  Grid  Deck

OVERLAY DESCRIPTION EXAMPLES                                          I

Integral  Overfill Normal  to  lightweight  con- Verrazano  Narrows  Bridge,  New York  Gty,  NY
crete;  deck  slab  and  overlay Main  Upper Roadw2ly,  Queensboro,  New  York  Gty,
('A"  to  2"  thick)  accomplished NY
in  single  pour Ohio  r`iver  Briclge  at  Ravenswood,  WV

B].tumjnous Standard  asphalt;  2"-3"  thick, Walt  Whitman  Bridge,  Phi]ade]phia,  PA

Overlay apply  to  flush  grid I-70  Westb()und,  St.  Charles,  MO

V\'aterproofing Usually sheet  membrane Ashland/Bridgewater  Bridge,  Asli]and,  NH
Meml)rane  alld Lopped  with  standard  asphalt; Missouri  River  Bridge  at  Glasgow,  MO
BituniinousO`,erlay 2"-3"  tliick,  apply  to  Hush  grid Bourne  Bridge,  Buzzard's  Bay,  MA

Leiex  Modified Integral  overfi]l  or  applied  to Ta:.entum  Bridge,  Tarentum,  PA
Concrete/Mortar flu``h  grid;  as  thin  as  1"  (nor- George  Plait  (Penrose Ave.)  Bridge,  Philadelphia,
Overlay ta.r);  typically  1-3/4"  thick PA

Liberty  Bridge,  Pittsburgh,  PA
Sout,hside  Bridge,  Charleston,  WV

II   Silica  Fume
Integral  overfill  or applied  to Tobin  Memorial  Bric]ge,  B()ston,  MA

Co,i.cret:  Overlav flush  grid
II   Fle.`Olith

Polymer concrete;  I/I "  to  3/8" Mid-Iiouston  Bridge,  Poughkeepsie,  NY

i   (D'jral/Tamms)I
thick,  apply  to  flush  grid Route 22  Over ParkuJay  West,  Piltsburgll,  PA

Brookl}Jn  Bridge,  New  York  City,  NY

i   Fl€.\ogrid Pol}Jmer  concrete;  % "  to  3/8" Route  82  Bridge,  East  I-Jaddam,  CT

i    (po!:,.carb) lh].ck,  appl,v  to  flush  grid
'i   ):::i:I:,cn,la,eITr3r,soo.Ind.

Polymer  concrete;  I/4 "  to  3/8" Gumbo  Bridge  over  Missouri  River,
tlijck,  :`ppl}.  to  flush  grid SI  Charles,  MO

Ii    ROsphal,
N..!\7dified  asplialt  applied  to Fon  S[euben  Bridge,  Slg,ubenville,  WV
flush  grid,  typicall}t  1-I/2"  thick

i   RaiJmac

Modified  asphalt  appljcd  to Boston  Bridge  over  Youghioghcny  P`iver,
flush  grid,  typicall}J  3/4.lliick Boston/Versailles,  PA
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